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EARLY WARNING SYSTEM FOR SMALL CATCHMENTS 

A DISPOSITION APROACH 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, case studies revealed that not only rigid defense structures, but also organizational 
measures can significantly reduce the damage due to flood events (Bezzola & Hegg 2008). However, 
organizational measures require preparation time right before an event occurs. It is therefore crucial to 
have early warning systems available that predict the expected hazard situation as reliable as possible. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR AN EARLY WARNING SYSTEM FOR SMALL CATCHMENTS 

Flood events within large river basins (areas of several 1000 km²) are often driven by large-scale, 
advective weather conditions. Hence, such events are relatively easily predictable. By contrast, flood 
or debris flow events within smaller catchments of torrents or mountain streams (10 to some 100 km²) 
are yet poorly predictable, primarily because the latter processes are triggered by local and intense 
storm events, which, on their part, are difficult to predict in a satisfactory spatial and temporal 
resolution. As a consequence, classical precipitation-runoff approaches are subject to large 
uncertainties, which makes them little helpful within the scope of early warning efforts in small 
catchments. Instead of those classical approaches, now-casting based on radar data has become more 
and more important. Since the precipitation history of the catchment is critical for this kind of forecast, 
it has to be considered in an appropriate manner. In this respect, the disposition approach has proven 
to offer a well suited methodological framework.  

THE DISPOSITION APPROACH 

According to the disposition approach, it can be distinguished between the base disposition, which 
comprises stable characteristics of the site investigated (e.g., geology), and the variable disposition, 
which comprises fluctuating variables (such as the soil-water content or the bed-load discharge 
potential). The combination of base disposition and variable disposition yields the current disposition. 
With regard to the warning system, the current disposition serves as basis to determine the sensitivity 
of an area given an upcoming storm event. In other words, alert levels can be retrieved from the 
current disposition. If thresholds for process triggering are known, the involvement of precipitation 
forecasts may allow to estimate whether a process is expected to release or not. 

ASSESSMENT OF THE BASE DISPOSITION 

For the assessment of the base disposition the basin is characterized with respect to the dominant 
runoff processes, to the quantity of the soil storage as well as to the rate of storage regeneration. Given 
extreme weather conditions, certain basins can respond disproportionately. In this respect, it is 
important to investigate whether such threshold processes are likely to occur in the catchments 
investigated.  
In small catchments, it is crucial to assess the base disposition not only with regard to hydrological 
processes, but also in terms of the sediment budget. This involves the investigation of the type of 
sediment source areas (Jungschutt/Altschutt), the investigation of sediment supply processes and 
processes leading to bed-load discharge. Thereby, the two processes “debris flow” and “flooding with 
heavy bed load transport” are to be distinguished.  
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ASSESSMENT OF THE VARIABLE DISPOSITION 

To assess the variable disposition for runoff, the precipitation over a certain area has to be considered 
on the one hand, the storage depletion by evapotranspiration, subsurface flow or deep percolation on 
the other hand. Due to time constraints and lack of appropriate methods, only simple models or 
estimation methods are feasible for this purpose. During the winter and the spring season, such model 
approaches need to incorporate the snow-water interactions.  
With regard to the sediment budget, the assessment of the variable disposition has to consider aspects 
such as the trigger readiness for slope or the bed-load transport.  
The assessment of the variable disposition is done separately for each catchment. The combination of 
base and variable disposition is carried out using an evaluation matrix.  

EARLY WARNING 

The early warning for small catchments occurs in two steps: 
1.  Based on the current disposition, the trigger readiness is determined on a daily basis. Thereby, the 

weather forecast is incorporated into the analysis in order to assess the further development of the 
current disposition. This allows the emergency forces to get prepared for an event and to take first 
measures.  

2.  Given an increased disposition, the precipitation is monitored in near real-time by means of radar. 
Up to one hour prior to a possible flooding event, it can be determined whether an area is affected 
by strong precipitation. In the latter case, the emergency forces are mobilized and can take final 
measures. 

IMPLEMENTATION 

The approach introduced above is currently being addressed by two further areas. Within the scope of 
an Interreg-project of the Canton Graubünden (Switzerland) and the Autonomous Province of Bolzano 
– South Tyrol (Italy), a concept for a hazard level system is currently being developed based on the 
disposition approach. Moreover, the Canton Bern (Switzerland) intends to implement a warning 
system within the catchment area of the Emme river based on the same approach.  
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